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I. INIRODUCTION 
There is TOIVOBIHOUS literature on the subject of adsorpticm from 
solution* Hai^ <xf the 6002 references in Deits's extensive Bibliogrig>hy 
of Solid Adsorbents (l) are devoted to articles in this field, and 
Cassia's Adsorption and Chrottotograplgr (2) is largely devoted to solution 
adsorption* 
An examination of this literature relating to adsorption frcan 
solution reveals that the isajor portion of tSae -sork has been d<»e on 
charcoal, silica gel, aiKi similar large surface area substsnces* There 
is a very noticeable lade of data reported for adsorbents with a amall 
surface area, especially small metal surfaces* 
Tl» reason that most solution adsorpti<m nork has been done on large 
area adsorbents lies in the way adsorption from solution is usually 
measured* Adsorption from solution is usually calculated from the 
following f<HnBula 
' (CO - CF) ^ 
m 
where T is the volume of solutieai equilibrated with m grams of adsorbent* 
CQ and are the original and final concentrations respectively* A is 
the surface area, and r is the surface excess* 
Unless the surface area A is very large the difference in cmomf 
tration (Cq » C^) will be so small that it will be unmeasurable* With 
charcoal and silica gel the surface areas are of order of magnitude 
$00 mVg^*> so ^ he measurements can easily be made and tte equaticm 
applied. Ccanmcm metal surfaces have areas of perhaps 0.1 m^gm* It, 
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therefore^ becomes evident that unless one can prepare a metal with a 
large siirface area this aethod can not 1M employed* 
Adsorption m metal surfaces has ii^rtant bearing on many related 
phencaaena. Metallic corrcsion is cue of the fields in Khidi the results 
diould prove very valuable* The electrochemical the<»7 (3) is the 
CQomcaily accepted explanation for the corrosion of metals in a water 
soluti<m« In brief, the theory states that differential aeratioi of the 
metal surface caiues galvantic Mils to be fomwd lAienever the metal is 
brought into contact with the electrolyte. That is, different portions 
of metal act as positive and negative electrodes* The metal dissolves 
from the anodic pertims, and l^ydrogen is evolved on the cathodic areas* 
CtarrtMiion of th« nstal will be hindered by any process i^ch alters ^ e 
local galvantic cell actios* 
It has Ifmg been Imown that the addition of certain substances 
greatly reduces the corrosion rate* Uarangoni and StephaneHi ik) first 
reported this effect in 1872* The mechanism Isj whitih these corrosion 
inhibitors reduce the rate of dissolution of the metal is still much 
debated* It is generally agreed, however, that the extent of inhibition 
is dependent oa tlM adsorption of the inhibitor on tto eathodie areas of 
the metals* The debate regarding mechaniamt centers aroumi irt^ther the 
adsorbed films act as mechanical protectcnrs or not* Studies of adsorption 
from solutim by metal surfaces would be of value in elucidating on tlw 
mechaniam of corrosion and inhibition as well as in permitting prediction 
of better inhibitws* 
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Studies of adsorption frcan solution by metals should also prove of 
value in tbe field of heter^eneous catalysis* This field has beeone 
increasingly iauportant in its applicaticm to hydrogenaticn of Tarious 
organic compounds* The current opinicm (5) i« that the bTdrogenation 
sechanisn consists of adsorption of the unsaturated organie compound and 
or hydrogen, ireaetion at the 8urfa<», and desorption of products. 
From the fcaregoing discussion, it can readily be seen that anQr 
iaqpurity that is adsorbed irrevmrsibly cm the surfaoe of the catalyst iriU 
greatly alter its effectiTeness* The rtrnmiH of these catalytic poisons 
constitutes a very considerable industrial cost* It is believed that 
catalytic poiscms one a great part of their effectiveness to the blocking 
of the surface so that tb« reactants are prevented from reaching the 
surface* Adsorption studies should throw light on tb» mechanism of 
catalytic poisoning as nell as on catalysis itself* 
Lubrication of netal surfaces is also believed to depend on adsorption* 
It is generally assuaed t^at polar coaq[>ound8 are adsorbed on BMStal surfaces 
and that these adsorbed layers are respcmsible for the luln-icating 
properties of these substances. There are mny references in the literat\n*e 
td:iich deal nith lubrication of oetals, but few ufaich refer to a study of 
the adsorption process in this connection. Greenhill (6,7) in a recent 
series of articles has investigated both the lubricating and adsorpticm 
properties of certain substances froD benaene solutions and has concluded 
that only a saall number of adsorbed layers is needed to provide effective 
lubrication* Extension of this type of research to other solvents, 
especially nater, would be of great value* 
h 
Wettiag of metals is elosely allied to lubrication of metals* 
This field has many practical applications, uaong themt adhesion of 
paints of metalSf stahllsation of metal sols, separati<m of certain 
{Mrecious metals by the flotation process, adhesion of nAiber to metals, 
etc* A more thorough understanding of tto netting of metals would be of 
great value to each of tJ»se tilled fields* It is felt that adsorption 
studies are of fundamental importance if an adequate understanding of the 
netting of metals is to be found* 
A promising method for obtaining adsorption isotlMtrma on small metal 
surfa<N»s iqi^ars to be available frcn Iqrdrogen overroltage measuraaents* 
l^rdrogen orerroltage is defined as the potential at iMch li^drogen is 
discharged on & particular metal surface miniis tiae i^ersible hydrogen 
potential* This has a ncm sero value for all substan^s except platinized 
platinum* 
The first important e<nitributlon to the field of ^ ^ogen over-
Toltage was made in 1905 when Tafel (8) published his famous ffiapirical 
equatLfm 
^.a^b Log i 
in frhlehf is the overroltagej j the cuzrent density} and a and b are 
c<m8tant8» The surface aree dependence of this eq^titm and the effect 
of li^puritles on tlM overroltage ms noted by several early authors 
(9,10), but they failed to interpret these facts as due to adsorption* 
The earliest published quantitative inference of adsorption from steaid^ 
state current>Gvervoltage measuremente appears to be l^t of Ch'lao and 
Mann (11) in 19U7* 
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Wetterholm (12) pointed out in 19U9 that the addition of an organic 
coBtpound nottld affect the Iqrdrogen orervoltage ia one or more of the 
foUowLng nayst 
(1) A solTent effect oa the orervolts^e changing the orer-all Telocity 
of the t^xirogen liberation reaction, this assr result in ei^r an 
increase or decrease in potential* 
(2) A reduction effect resulting froa an alternate hydrogen con-
sumpticai process at the cathode* This can only lonwr the potential* 
(3) An adsorpticm effect resultil^: from the concentration of the 
organic cos^ound occurring at the oetal-solution interface* This 
iriLU increase the potential* 
By •propw choice of the organic conpound, it is felt that the first 
two effects could be elliainated and reasonably accurate adsorpticm isotheras 
could be obtained* 
A 8ec<»id method of obtaining adsorptiim data from oYerroltage 
neasizreiBents results fTcw the early work of Bowden and Rideal (13)* 
They masured hydrogen overvoltage as a function of tioe and found that 
the initial portion of the curve was quite linear* They concluded that 
the slope of the line should be inversely proportional to the double layer 
ci^acity of the netal-soluticHii interface, and they proceeded to find the 
proportionality constant* 
Although Proskumin and Frumkin (lii) warned as early as 1935 of the 
marked effect of adsorbable contaminates on th» double Icgrsr capacity, it 
was not until 19U0 that Barclay md Butler (15) recognised a quantitative 
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relati«t betmen alterati<m in double layer capacitance and adsorpticm* 
Previoxisly reported adaorption isotherms obtained by either method 
are very few and almost almye the adsorption results were not the primairy 
aim of the research* Ch*iao az^ Mann (11) > although the first to realize 
that adsorption isotherms could be obtained from steady state ctuirent-
overvoltage TOasurc^nts, performed their experiments under conditims 
far from ideal as far as hydrogen overroltage mei^urements are concerned. 
Their experimental procedure was open to criticism on sereral points* 
It is well known that dissolved oxygen greatly alters overvoltage results 
and no special care was taken to remove oxygen trm the electrolyte, in 
fact tl» cell was opened to the atoosphere throughout experiment* The 
electrolyte was also exposed to contamination from several rubber tubes^ 
and it is (KKpected this would greatly alter the results* For the current 
(tensities employed concentrati«i polarisai4<m is an important factor} yet 
no special care was taken to eliminate it, in fact the solution was not 
even stirred* 
A later article l:^ Swearing ton md Schram (16) is a continuatim of 
tto B»thod employed Ch*iao and Mann* The eqpparatus was reported to be 
the same* Because of the experimental condition, it is felt that the 
results presented in both papers are not too aectirate* In fairness it 
must be pointed out that the primary aim of each of these articles was not 
adsorption but rather aeamrement of inhibitor efficiency* 
The experimental apparatus described by Wetterholm (12) appears to 
be carefully designed and adequate t&c accurate overvoltage measur^onents* 
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The expsrijoental sresults ar« helieTed to be accurate} homtTer, for the 
particular adsorbates used certain potential changes occur that are 
erroiraously described as due to adsorption* (A more e<»^lete discussion 
of this paper appears in a later section.) 
The nork of Barclay and Butler (15) <ai double layer cif^acitance was 
done under very good experimental conditions} however, it iras restricted 
to one metal, mercury, and one adsorbate, t-aaorl alcohol. Subsequent 
iR»>k by this method is very scattered and none of it was done vith tiie 
primary purpose of obtaining adsorption results. 
The need for adsorption results on metal surfaces coupled with the 
scattered availability of such data in the literature makes this research 
seem warranted. It is felt that the experimental conditionB under which 
most of the previous work has been done could be improved. By doing this, 
tjie accuracy of the results should correspondiiigly be IncreMed, and a 
generally satisfactory technique made available* 
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II. THEORIES OF OVERVOLTAGE 
A. Possible Reaction Paths 
Bockris (17«18) lists the possible reaction paths of the hydrogen 
evolution as: 
(1) H^O* f e 
(2) HH -f- MH 
(1) H^O* + e 
(2) MH + MH 
(1) i- e 
(2) MH^H30Ve 
(1) H^o' f e 
(2) MHfH^oVe 
Each of these possible reaction paths will be considered now in sme 
detail. 
B* Sunaoary of the Theories 
1. Slew discharge Uieory 
This theory assumes reaction path (a) is responsible for hydrogen 
overvoltage and was originally developed by Erdy-Qrus and Volsser (19,20)» 
The initial postulate is that the discharge of the lqrdr<%en ion is 
a slow process requiring an energy of activation necessary for the transfer 
of an elect^ron frcm the metal to the l^drogen ion« Ihen the nmber of 
SlOWj. Iffl + ¥ (a) 
fast J, 2M + ^ 2 
faat|. MH + HjO 
(b) 
slOE, 211 + »2 
slSH, MH + H^O 
(c) 
fast^ H2 + HjO 
faatj HH 
-f H 0 2 (d) 
slow J. «2 H^O 
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neutralizations taking place per second ist 
iriiere is a ccaistant and [h*] Is the activity of the hydrogen ions at 
the electrode surface; the subzero refers to the condition that the 
electrode is at zero potential* If, however, a potential difference E 
exists between the electrode and solution} then if the electrode is 
negatively charged with respect to the solution, neutarallzatlon of the 
protons elecl^rons requires less work ^  an askount £F per mole* Only 
part of this work, however, is realized before the transition state Is 
reached* As work done on the system after tto transition state does not 
ftffect the velocity of the reaction, <»ily a fractional part of this work 
is effective in lowerij^ the potential barrier] l*e* an aaount <(EF is 
effective, iriaere < 1* The number of neutralizations now beccoest 
The reverse process, nan^ly thm transfer of an electr<m from a 
neutral hydr<%en atom to the s^tal, can be represented ast 
"b = h' l"! »" w" (3) 
lAisre T la ttw free energy of actlratlon for the procees, snd [K] is the 
activity of hydrogen atoms at the interface* If the electrode is negatively 
charged, the process will be hindered and consequently tlM free energy of 
activation raised by an amount ^EF where 0<9<l) therefore* 
10 
=k,CHj. M 
At the eqailibrlum potential, the two rates oust be mcnaX, that 
ist 
«3BRF 
=i^[H]. " (5) 
One ma,j reiorlte tiids in the formt 
Wt^) %F 
rH]::k3[H'l. « (5) 
If one neglects azqr d:iange in the free energy of the system caused tqr 
alteration of the hydrogen ion activity in the double layer, then the total 
free enerigr change of system caused by implying the potential Eg Is 
IgF* In which case 'ffQ - 1* 
The assvmpticm is noir made tiiiat tl» energy barxler is symsMtrical* In 
nhich ease 
If a potential £, different froB by an aaoont')}, is applied thent 
or 
«f'>)F «^^F 
i = k3 [H^]e - [H]e (7) 
The magnitudes of and kj^ appear to be such that for *>)>0*03 Tolts 
the second term can be neglected in ceo^arisim to the first, and under 
this circumstance one can uritet 
11 
1 = [h*] e RT (8) 
Since one lias Msvmed the actirity of hydrogen ions in the double 
layer constant. 
As ef s 0.^, this gives the e^iperimentally determined value of b« 
Gumey (21, 22) developed essentially the same theory frcaa a cpantum 
mechanical bacl^round* 
fnimkin (23»2l),25} has enlarged upon the Erdy-Grus Volaer theory by 
considering the structtire of the double Itgrer. Frumkin uses tte Stem 
theory of double layers that is he considers a Oooy diffused layer in 
addition to a Helmholts non-diffused Is^er* 
Fruffikin also considers the activity of the hydrogen ions in the double 
Isyer in relaticm to the bulk ionic activity. In this wd^, he is iA)le to 
predict the effect of foreign electrolytes on the overvoltage, as well as 
the dependence of overvoltage* 
Eyring (26) proposed that the rate determining step is the transfer 
of a proton from a solvent molecule in solution to a solvent molecule 
attached to the cathode surface. It is generally agreed that this process 
involves the discharge of hydrogen icms; therefore the theory is grouped 
with the slow discharge theory. This theory is an advance over the original 
'*1 = a + b i ( 9 )  
where: 
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theory in that it gires us a auggestlon as to the cause of the energy of 
activation* 
In a recent article Van Rysselberghe (27) gives a very excellent 
discussion of the slow discharge theory* He makes use of chemical and 
electrochemical potentials to develop the theory. In this article he 
gives a mcnre detailed discussion of the transfer coefficient of Erdy<» 
Ours and Voloer* He also proceeds to calculate the free energy of the 
discharge process and shows that the mechanism is entirely plausible* 
2« Catalytic oortAnation theory 
From the historical point of view tids is the oUest theory of over-
voltage. It assumes reaction path (b) is the cause of overvoltage* After 
Tafel (6) discovered his empirical equation, he immediately atteBQ}ted a 
theoretical explanation* 
Be assumed reaction l-(b) was fast and reaction 2-(b} was slow and 
essentially irreversible* The rate of formation of Iqrdrogen atons can be 
written! 
it ["l"' <i) 
where and are the rate constants for the respective reactions and o( 
is the kinetic order of reacticm 2^(b)* 
If one now assumes a steady state} i*e* ^ s Of ^ent 
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The Kemst Equation requlreai 
E = Log ||Jj =-|^ Log ||3j (3) 
Substituting equation (?) Into (3) gives 
E Log-lalj"^ a) 
At eqolllbrlujB equation (3) can be nrltten 
=-21. (5) 
nhere refers to the reversible potential* 
According to our definition of OYervoltaget 
'>| = E-E^ (6) 
therefore one can sayt 
9V 
^ ^ -||J- f Log 1 a a+b Log 1 (7) 
Since the experiaentally detendned value of b is 0*118, ef'Brast 
equal 0.5* 
This theory iras modified sonewhat by Olasstone (28) taking into 
account the reverse of reactim 2-(b)« His Bodiflcatlon eUadnated one of 
lU 
the disadvantages of the theory by not allowing to decrease indefinitely 
as 1 is reduced to zero* 
The slow discharge theory was given its last major revision by 
Hickling and Salt (29) in 19^2. Their treatment was essentially the saae 
as that given above except tiiat the concentraticm of atonic hydr<^^ as 
calculated £rom eqaati<m (2) was related to the pressure of atonie hydrogen 
in equilibriua with the electrode by the Freundlidi isotherst 
k P -i-
It is then assuaed that |h][ in equation (3) should be replaced bj 
([Hl/k)*^ in light of this relation. 
In order to obtain the correct value for the Tafel constant b, it was 
necessary to assusHS a value of U for the empirical constant n in the 
Freundlich equation# This is a very reasonable value in view of the data 
available for adsorpticai of gases* 
This latest revision eliminates one of the main difficulties of the 
slow discharge theory in that it allows the reaction to be second carder in 
atOBic hydrogen in place of half order as irequired by the original Tafel 
treatment* 
3* Slow dischaa^e » electrochemical thecary 
According to this theory reaction path (c) is responsible for the 
overvoltage phenoi^na* Although the possibility of such a mechani«a has 
been noticed by several authors it was not until the work of 
Bockris (17) Uliat it was thoroughly investigated* 
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The rate d«t«raining step Is the earn as in the slow discharge 
theory, and so the fafel equation can be derived ia an analc^ous 
There are, however, scane differences in the two theories* 
To release oi» molecule of l^j^ogen gas« reaction path (a) requires 
tuo acts of the rate determining step nhile fear reaction path (c) only 
one act is required. This is an iaportant difference implying different 
rate constants in the two cases* 
At sufficiently high currents the slow discharge step must become 
fast ooopared to the other reactions* If these experimental conditions 
ore realisable, then the rate determining step becoaies eithert 
MH +• MH —P HG 
or 
MH t f e —> H2 f fljO 
Under these conditions, reaction path (a) degenerates to reaction path 
(b) and reaction path (c) into (d)• It should, therefore, be possible to 
distinguish between them* 
Bockris has pointed oat in several papers (17,18,30,31) l^t with the 
data ordinazlly available it is Impossible to distinguish betHtten the two 
theories* 
I4* Electrochemical tbeoafy 
This theory was originally developed hy Horiuti (32,33) in Japan and 
Frumkin (2U) in Russia around 1937* It a«suB»s reaction path (d)* 
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The following reactions are consider^t 
H20'^+ e » MH (i) 
MH > H20'^+ e (ii) 
MH t H^O^. e —^ Hgf HgO (iii) 
If the electrode is negatively charged, the following rate e<!uation8 
can be mrittent 
(\ EF (1) 
•» EF 
ThI Hj = k, ^ . (2) 
EF 
R 3 = . 3 M M .  (3)  
where n is the number of adsorption centers on the surfacej [H^ is the 
concentration of atomic hydrogen the sixrface) and (H'^IS the activity 
of the hydrogen ions in the double layer* 
This treatoent is similar to the slow discharge theory} in fact the 
value of the constant in the Erdy-Qmaz and Volmar theory is assuoed to 
apply in this case* It is for this reason that in the preceding rate 
equations the Mcponential terms are raised to the power* 
At a steady state cne can write: 
EF Eg. 
2RT (x - M) [«•]. ^ Isl. Mp,.].-
= 0 ih) 
17 
or 
M *1 [«1 
n ~ 
r RT 
[Hj + kg. +1^3^^] 
For 8ta'<mg polarizationt 
(k3^i-k3) [H'5:?;>k2 
thereforeI 
hi _ 
(5) 
- ^ 
"W" 
® (6) 
(7) 
ki f k3 
As one has aasusaed reaction (iii) is rate detenoiningt 
kj (8) 
Now substituting equation (7) into equation (8) gives \i8t 
EP 
[H^]. (,) 
Aecwding to o\>r definition of overvoltaget 
E = *>^ ^ Ejj (10) 
Combining ec^ations (9) and (10) gives us 
2F ki k, r ^ ?>F 
i r L. [H J e 2RT G 2RT (xi) 
1^3 
18 
or 
1] c a + b Log i 
Bockrla (17,30,31) developed this theozy according to the absolute 
rate theory of Qlasstone, Laldler and Eyrlng (3U)* This method differs 
froB the above treatment in that it does not introduce the Erdy-Grux 
Volner constant of • A term for the electrocheadcal tree energy of 
activatim is introduced, and this must be evaluated from esqjeris^ntal 
data. It is not, therefore, certain whether the derivation is an ioproveinfint 
over the one given or not* 
Salzburg and Schuldiner (35) have criticised the develoiHi^nt of the 
theoxy 1:y Bockrisi honever, it is felt that much of the criticism is 
unjust. Bockris (36) in his reply to the above authors has carefully-
answered most of the c[aesti<ms raised and is convinced that in some 
instances this iwchanlsm is responsible for the overvoltage curves* 
C* OeiMral Discussicm of the Theories 
All of the theories presented in tihe preceeding sectiCMfis indicate 
that the tanie picture of t^e liydrogen overvoltage pheiKimena is still 
unclear* Certain experimental evidence can be advanced to support each 
of the theoriesJ however, each theory has its own drawbacks. 
The slow discharge theories (a) and (c) give a qualitative ezplanatlcm 
of foreign salt and pH effects on overvoltage. They also explain the fact 
that the initial growth of l^rdr^en overvoltage is directly proportional 
to tlw quantity of electricity passed. It is claimed that the slow discharge 
theories lead to correct "b** constant in the Tafel equation) however, 
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as was Indicated, this derivation inyolves an ad;}u8table eonstanti 
tMs is given a value ^lat iiill give the correct value for the constant 
The slow discharge theories fail to cocplain the aarked dependence 
of h^rdrc^en overvoltage on the cathode material) that is tiwy fsil to 
give even a qualitative esqilanatim of the fafel constant "a"* The 
second drairtiaek to tlw slow discharge theory arises from the fact that 
the discharge of most other ions proceeds without marked overvoltage. It 
is unclear wiqr ^  discharge of protons should be exceptional in discharge 
ffiechanim* 
The catalytic ccmbination thecKry, cm the other hand, suggests a 
relation between the cathode saterial and the Tafel "a" constant. The 
thecoy also tends to do away with the idea that li^fdrogen overvoltage is 
a special electrochemical process* Hickling az«i Salt (29) assert that 
their revision of the theory eliminates the chief difficulty of the 
original theory by giving the correct value of the Tafel "b" constant* 
It should be pointed out that as with the slow discharge theory an adjustable 
constant is introduced into the calculaticsis, and it is given an a|>propriate 
value to obtain the desired :result* 
The catalytic theory has its main difficulty in explaining oeo'taiii 
"solution effects" of hydrogen overvoltage; such as the effect of farei|;n 
salts and pH. It must also be pointed out that the pressure of atomic 
hydrogen needed to account for an overvoltage of 1 volt is only IGT^^ 
al^osplMres. This suggests that a physical meanii^ can not be attached 
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to the term atomic hjfdrogen prefvure, but m are referring to the activity 
of the i^fdr^en atooiB* 
Tlvs electrocliM^cal theory is really an attea^t to oraabine the slcnr 
discharge and catalytic caabinatioin theories. It does not explain the 
observed effects, and the relation between electrode material az^ the 
Tafel "a" constant is rather vague* Like all of the other theories, this 
one is ra^r qualitative, and so it can not be unequivocally tested by 
experieaent* 
Several experiiaental quantities might give some insight as to the 
true mechaniem of overvoltage* The so-called stoichiometry number, which 
is defined as the number of acts of the rate determining step required to 
release one molecule of Iqrdrogen, votild be of great value in illustrating 
the aechaniSBs For pa^ (a) the stoichiometry nuober is 2 uMle for patha 
(b), (c) and (d) the stoichiooetry nuiedber is 1. Bockris and Potter (37) 
have indicated that this quantity in principle can be determined 
experimentally* 
The stoichiometry number arises by considering an unspecified rate 
determining step from the theory of absolute reaction rates (3U)» 
Essentially this theory vras followed in the development of the alow 
discharge mechanism of overvoltage} however, the ^ eory naa modified to 
the particular slow discharge mechaniui by considering that only one 
electron is involved in the rate determining step. To release one molecule 
of l^fdrogen requires the over-all z>eac^on to involve two electrons} 
therefore, the passage of one unit of reactants in the rate determining 
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step to obtain one aolecule of l^drogen involTes -4^ electron charges 
nhere A is the stoiehloraetty number* Equation (5) of the slow discharge 
section now becfKoes 
- 2(^%F 
4^ = = itj M(1) 
idiere Is the current flowing at the equilibrivmi potential* Equation 
(6) becoaes 
4- = [H*J. -KJ [B] « ^ (2) 
If one cQEibiXMB these two equations and spply the restrictim -f (3= 1 
one finds 
f 2'<'>IP - 2(1-'Y)''?F1 ART 53if / J (3) 
At small orervoltagesoie can take the first two terms of expor»ntial 
expansion and the e<patioa becomes 
io 
or 
r 1 f -ix-2jlUL _ 2-r'>IF"] {\A 
1 = ^  (U 
If one differentiatCB this equation lone has 
(V] . > =-¥- ("SAj <ii 
It is eafily seen thst the sppllcstiOQ of eqaation (5) requires 
Masiirenents at Yerjr low current densities where ovenroltage values are 
•eiry difficult to obtain. An extrapolation is also required ±o Obtain 
the ig Talue. As the article points out, the errors are difficult to 
assess, and one is probably biased toward high values. If a cleaner 
experisMmtal oethod eould be devised to obtain the infonaation, this 
would be of great value in our discussion of the reaction aechanisB* 
The extent to which atcmic hydrc^en covers the surface of the cathode 
would be of value] however, an unai^iguoBs oethod of its deteraination 
is not at present available. Reactitm paths (b) and (d) would require a 
larger surface coverage of atonic hydrogen than paths (a) cr (c). 
The effect of pH on overvoltage is iaportant. The qualitative 
nature of all tha overvoltage theories makes the expected pH variation 
obscure, and so observed effects are difficult to interpret in light of 
the Mchanis*. 
At sufficiently high current densities the surface oiust become 
sattirated with atomic hydrogen. If the slow discharge Mechanism is rate 
detaraining, then a change in mechanisa would be expected at sufficiently 
high current densities. As has been nentioned earlier, this permits a 
distinction between reaction paths (a) and (c)* If no break occurs it would 
indicate that ^ e slow discharge mechanism is not responsible for over> 
voltage. It must be beam in mind that accurate overvoltage values at 
high current densities are very hard to make owing to the presence of 
concentration and resistsnce polarisation. To completely eliminate these 
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at high current densities is impossible, and so certain corrections are 
introduced into the results that render ttum less accurate* 
The prerequisite for any theory of overvoltage is that ttie Tafel 
equation moat be derived from it. The correct Talue of the Tafel "b" 
constant is also required for an overroltage theory to be accepted* 
Each of the four theories presented satisfy these reqair«psents, but aire 
derived frm different points of iriew* These theories are very intriguing 
and the whole overvoltage phencanenon is jwschanistically curious* It is 
not, however, the primary aim of this research to attempt to explain the 
mechaniSB of hydrogen overvoltage* 
The method «aployed to obtain adsorption isot^eras frm steady state 
current-overvoltage meaeurements requires only that the Tafel ecfuation be 
valid. As all of the theories of overvoltage satisfy tJtiis, results 
should be correct regardless of the true overvoltage mechanism. In the 
same light, results obtained fro® double layer cs^acitance should be 
independent of the sechanism* 
2k 
III. OBJECTIVES 
Th« introduction section indicated th&t adsorption results on 
Btetad surfaces «re TKty scarce and that a rapid method of <^taining such 
results vas not arailable. In -riew of this, the priinary aim of this 
research was to deTOlq;> a sidtable method for obtaining adsorptim 
isotbei»5 on small metal surfaces* 
A quantitative measure of adsorption of organic compounds on silver 
arai copper has not previously been reported* The hcmolc^ous series of 
acids ivere chosen in an effort to determine the effect of chain length 
<m the idsorpticm process* By comparing the adsorption isotherms of 
normal acid, alcohol, and aldehyde, the effect of the functional group 
<m tl» adsorpticm process could be determined. 
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IV. MATEaiALS 
A* Adsorbents 
1. Silver 
fhe silver cathodes -were obtained j^roa Eastern ^ Itizig and Refining 
Corpora-y^on and -were listed as 99*91^  per cent pore. They were approxiiaately 
h in geoBetrie area. 
fhe silver cathodes, prior to inclusiim in the apparattis, were hea-ted 
to 700*^ C in air, cooled in nitrogen, mi iamediateV placed in the 
i^paratus. Cathodes prepared by vacuus spattering and by oul^assing in 
vacuo at 700^ C, in both eases breaking bulbs eontaiaiI^[ thi«n under tte 
solution to avoid all contact with air, gave the same results within 
experimental error as those prepared by the sii^ler technique* 
2. Copper 
The copper electrodes were obtained from A. D. Mackey Incorporated 
and mtre listed as 99*97 per cent pure. The geosaetric area was appr63dL-> 
matel^ Use same as that of the silver electrodes. 
The copper cathodes were cleaned wi-th lil nitric acid to free 
dissolution and washed thoroughly with water before placing in the 
apparatus. 
B. H^lrogen 
Hydrogen was purified by passage over copper turnings at 600^ C, 
followed by passage through charcoal at 77® K. This purification 
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toefttiaent has been studied by Winslow (38) and has been fouiKl to reduce 
the 03Qrgen content to less than 0.0001 per cent. 
C« Organic Caapounds 
All the organic conpounds used were central fractioEis obtaiiMd 
fron distillatl<m of Eastman's best grade ohwnicals (except for a-caproie 
acid and it-twptaldehyde iriiieh nere Eastman's iractical grade} through a 
3D-plate Oldershair colimm at 10-1 reflux ratio* The boiling points of 
the fractions used in^udet 
Boiling point Pressure 
Acetic acid 117.0 - 117.5®C 739 m. Hg. 
n-caproie acid 202 - 20Uo C 7hS am* Hg» 
n-Heptylic acid 221 - 222° C 73lt am, Hg« 
iK^etanoic acid 151 - C 70 mm, Hg. 
Heptanol-1 176 - 177® C 760 aat. Hg, 
a-HeptaldehTiie ISO - l5l® C 7kO BBB. Hg, 
The heptaldehyde was distilled inmediately before use to miniiBize 
air oKidatira* 
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V, EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
A« General Overvoltage Apparatus 
In order to obtain reliable results, it was naceseary to include 
in the apparatus design all ttae precautions necessary for reliable oTer-
Yoltage neasurements* These precautions are extensive and have been 
ipsll 8umuBa>ised by Bockris and co-vorkers (39,UO,Ul)* 
The apparatus designed aiul used in this research is illustrated in 
Figure 1* The procedure used in this research iras as foUons; 
Perchloric acid vas placed in the still ooapartiBent D, and it was 
sealed off. The auxiliary cathode E and the cathode K, both of the metal 
\mder investigation ai^ suitably prepared, along vith the reference 
electrode M (silver-silver chlwide) vere placed in the a^aratus* The 
U-tube was Arocen, and the standard tapered Joints T^^, T2, T^ nere 
sealed irith aercury. The apparatus vas then evacuated ttoough stopcock 83^* 
After the evacuation vas cospleted, the apparatus ims filled ni^ 
hydrogen which entered idle syst^ throfogh stopcocks and (These 
stopcocks were isolated from the apparatus by seans of dtorcoal, liquid 
nitrogen traps and N^*) 
When the apparatus was filled with hydrc^en, the U-tube was 
unfrozen and distilled water was allowed to flow through the reducing 
ion exchange coluntn A designed to r«BOve dissolved oxygen (U2} and 
thence into i^e water still c<Hi^partB»nt B* When sufficient water had 
entered the still coa^ar'toenti^ the U-tube was refrosen. 
u, 
^3 
Figxire 1 
N, 
U H 
DK M 
Ng 
Hydrogen Ovenroltage Apparatus 
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Th» system -mis re^evftcosted, and the irater and p«:dil(a'ic acid nere 
distilled into tlie pre^electrolysis chasiber C. Tlw U-tube nas frozen 
during this period to loaep t)» water in the chasiber* Hydrogen was now 
babbled through the solution through stopcock azid the pressure in 
the apparatus restored to atmospheric* 
The auxiliary anode ccoBpartment F was now evacuated tlrough stop­
cock 82* fhe solution in the pre-electrolysis ^aidoer C flowed through tJM 
porous plugs P and into the auxiliary anode chamber. After the chamber 
was filled, U-tube was frozen at about -lO*' C* The solutira was now 
pre-electrolTSed for at least 12 hours at ICT^ aiqiieres* The electrolysis 
was carried out between the auxiliary cathode I ai^ an auxilitfy platinum 
anode in F, The elaborate precautions for the separation of the anode 
and cathode compartBients were necessary in order to iiuure that none of 
the ox^rgen released at the anode mixed with the cathode 8oluti<m* 
Following the pre~electrolysls, the U~tube was tinfrozen* Due to 
gravity, the solution entered the reaction chamber H* After the solution 
entered the reacU-on diaober H, the anode eoiqpartoient Q was evacuated 
through stopcock and it was filled with the 80luti<ai in the same 
manner as F* The anode ooBpurtment was separated from the reaction cell 
by means of two porous plugs P« 
A concentrated potassium chloride solution was now added to the 
reaction chamber by means of a hypodermic syringe piercing the small 
rubber diaphram L nMch was covered with mercury* 
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Dturing all the aBasuremente, a reasonable efficient etirring ma 
obtained and concentration polarisation thereby reduced by bubbling 
hydrogen from stopcock through a porous plug into the solution in tl» 
neighborhood of the electrode surface. Sxcess hydrogen was released 
Urcm the apparatus by means of a mercury bubbler* 
AH the neasurements nere laade nith reference to the silver-sil^r 
chloride electrode M, The solutions were approximately 0*1 N in perchloric 
acid and 0*001 M in potassium chloride* 
B« Current Source 
Current was supplied froa a 250 volt source with suitable resistances 
in series, so that variations in current due to opposing polarisation as 
well as the resistance of the solution were negligible* Tto opposing 
polarization would have to be larger than 2.$ volts to reduce the current 
e^n 1 per cent* 
C* Steady State Method 
The curirent source was connected to the cathode K and the platiniai 
anode in 0 and tb« specified current applied* The potential of the 
cathode K was measured with reference to the silTeivsilver chloride 
electrode H by means of a Leeds and Northrup No* 7552 potentiometer* 
The potential was measured periodically until it changed less than 2 
miUiTolts in 30 minutes (about three to four hours}* This appears to 
be ccaamon practice in overvoltage TOasurwsoents {39tk3)i it is adnittedly 
unsatisfactory, and results from the fact that the overroltage actually 
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Increases steadily, although In a small amount, over a period of days, 
and it is uncertain whether this increase is attributable to the basic 
electrode process* 
Without switching the current off, a measured quantity of adsorbat* 
ms added to the reaction chaid)er by aeans of a hypodermic swinge piercing 
the rubber diaphram L, The potential n&s again foUoirod until constant 
in the same sense (about one hour)* The process was repeated at all the 
desired concentrations* The polarising cxirrents «nployed were 5 x 10-^ 
and 5 X 10"^ amperes. 
D. Double Layer Capacitance Method 
In B^aBuranenta of double layer capacitance, a 30 minute electrolysis 
at the current subseqawitly used for measurement was carried out £ct the 
purpose of reducii^ any oxides on the surface of the cathode K* The 
potential vas then aliened to decay to aero irithin experimental error* 
(This required frca& 30 minutes to one hour*} 
The potential nas foUoned as a function of time by c<»inecting 
electrodes K and M to the 1 input of a Dumont 30ii-H oscillograph* The 
current of either 5 x 10'^ or 5 x 10"^ amperes and tiiie osciUographie 
sneep were triggered with a simultaneous Western Electric 275 E mercury 
relay switch, and a fdioto of the sweep taken. The initial portioius of 
tine potential-time sweeps are quite linear, and little difficulty was 
encountered in ccmiputiacig their slope* 
The oscillographic sweep is calibrated with reference to time by 
means of time markers introduced to the oscillograph frcsa a time generator 
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by means of the Z input. Each picture was calibrated for potential by 
masuring a known potential applied to the I input inaediatelj efter the 
above sneep tras made* 
A measured amount of adsorbate mis added md after one hour the 
process was repeated. Althoiigh physical adsorptim is rapid (Uit), 
iqpin'oxiiBately one hour was required for the catho<te to return to its 
ecpiilibrium potential* For this reason, about one hour was required 
between each capaeity neasurttDunt* The process was repeated at all the 
desired con(»ntrati<»is» 
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VI. METHOD OF CALCUUTIOH 
A, Steadj State Method 
Inference of adsorption from solution frm steady state current-
overvoltage aeasurements depends on the assumption that the adsorbed 
material acts onlj as an inert blanket on the electrode surface) so that 
if A denotes the original electrode surface area and 0 the fractional 
coverage by adsorbed material, then an area A(l > 0) remains to contribute 
to the steady state rate of hydrogen erolution. The steady state 
dependence of OTerroltage on current is given by the Tafel (8) e^piati^ 
1) 7 a b Leg 4 (1) 
in nhichl) is the overroltagej ;] the current density) and a and b, 
c(»istants* 
A given overvoltage ij^lies a fixed current density) assuming that 
tb» accessible area is A(l -&) the:re results 
fixed) (2) 
the currents being masured at the same overvoltage. Measurements at 
several overvoltages then permit a cheek for self consistency* 
If the overvoltages are measured at constant ctxrrent, one obtains 
B= 1 - e (i fixed) (3) 
represents the difference in overvoltage due to introduc^on of 
adsorbate* Measurement at several currents then permits a check for 
self consistency. 
3U 
Ch'lao and Uaim (U) used eqaatien (2) to determine their adsorption 
isotherms. In order to apply this equaticn, several eurrent-overroltage 
curves must be determined and an e<pa3. potential line drami on the 
resulting graph. Beeaase several curves must be determined experimentally, 
the method is time consuming, and the experimental conditions can not be 
kept at the optimum* 
AH of the steady state current-overvoltage results were obtained 
by means of equation (3)« The constant b nas taken as 0«05l - (0.118/2•303). 
The change in overvoltage caused by addition of the adsorbate could easily 
be measured a potentiometer, and so the results could be rapidly 
obtained without plotting the experimental results. 
Inference of adsorption from double layer capacitance measurements 
depends upon the same basic assuaqpticm as that for steady sta'te current-
overvoltage measurements} nmely that the adsorbed material acts cmly as 
an inert blaxiket on the electrode surface. 
The double layer capacitance is measured by the initial rate of 
InoreMe of potential -with current, thus 
dt 
since this capacity is assumed prc^rtional to the area of surface free 
tr<M adsorbate there follows immediately 
B« Double Layer Capacitance 
(U) 
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0. 1 - ( 5 )  
C®* 0 
Apparent fractional siirface coverages were <^tained from doable 
layer capacitance leeasureiiients by means of equation (5) • 
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VII. EXPERIMMTAL RESULTS 
A* Owrroltage Values 
The object of this research vas not so much to detemins the over> 
voltage itself but the potential changes on the addition of organie 
coapounds* It is, however, felt t^t the observed overvoltage values 
may be an indication of the cleanness of the experimental method. 
The overvolti^e values for silver md copper as measured in this 
research are cm^ared in Table 1 ivith values obtsined by other workers 
in this field* Host authors assume that the geometric surface area of 
the electrode is equal to the true one idMn calculatiBg current density* 
This aasumption was also made in computing the overvoltage values in 
this work. As the geometric area is diffex*ent from the true surface area 
by an amount dependent on the particular electrode used, the true cturrent 
densities are in errcxr, and consequently the overvoltage values reflect 
the somewhat erroneous current densities used* For this reason the 
results presented in Table 1 show considerable variation depending on the 
particular worker* As the worters cited in Table 1 are experts in the 
field, it is felt that the major portion of the variation is due to 
incorrect ciirrent density values* The observed overvoltage values are 
believed to be in reasonable agreement wi^ l^ose of other workers* 
B* Adsorption on Silver 
The experimental results for the adsorption of the various (organic 
ccaspotinds on silver as determimd from steady state current-overvoltage 
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Table !• Reported (hrerroltage Valwe 
Electrode 
Current 
denaity Literature reference 
Silver 1 X lOT^ .169 KortuB and Bockris (145) 
.220 Bookria and Coonay (U6) 
.2145 Wetterhola (12) 
.250 Hickling and Salt (y) 
.250 Thia Reaeareh 
Silver 1 X 10"^ .260 KortuB and Bockria (U5) 
•30U Bockria and Conmy (U6) 
.329 Wetterholm (12) 
.330 Hickling and Salt (U3) 
.338 fhia Reaeareh 
Silver 1 X lO-li .299 Kortum and Bockris (145) 
.3U0 Bockria and Conway (U6) 
.361t Wetterholm (12) 
.366 Thia Reaeareh 
.370 Hickling and Salt (U3) 
Copper 1 X lO"^ .205 Bockria and Pentland (18) 
.285 Wetterholm (12) 
.328 This Research 
(145) .35a ICortias and Boclcria 
.360 Hickling and Salt (U3) 
Coppmr 1 X icr^ .287 Bockria mad Pentland (18) 
.350 Wetterholm (12) 
•lOl Thia Reaeart^ 
•U36 Kortum and Bockria (145) 
•U^O Hickling and Salt (U3) 
Copper 1 X lOrU .322 Bockria and Pentland (18) 
.378 Wetterholm (12) 
*hk6 Thia Reaeareh 
.U72 Kortum and Bockria (U5) 
.U80 Hickling aiui Salt (143) 
*Overvoltage in volts* 
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measurements are presented in Tables 2 through 7. The change in the 
reversible potential was zero except in the case of acetic acid. 
Corresponding results from double layer capacitance steasurements are 
presented in Tables 8 through 13• 
The results as obtained by both methods are presented in Figures 2 
through 6« Points on the graphs are the observed points. With the 
exception of the n-heptaldehyde, it is felt that the points obtained by 
the two methods agree nithin experimental errorj and therefore only one 
curve is drawn through them. With the n-heptaldetgrde system, it is felt 
the deviation between the two methods was sufficient to warrant the drawing 
of two curves. 
C« Adsorption on Copper 
Experimental results obtained for the adsorption of various organic 
coapounds on copper as determined from steady state current-overvoltage 
measurements are presented in Tables li| thjrough 17 • 
Double layer capacitance results are compiled in Tables 18 through 
21. 
The results as obtained by both methods are presented in Figures 7 
through 10. Points on the graph are experimental points. Adiprption of 
all the organic coapotinds on copper gave slightly different results by the 
two methods. In light of this, two cxirves were drawn to indicate the 
adsorption Isotheras as determined by the two methods. 
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Table 2, Adsorption of Acetic Acid on Silver 
Current a^ AE rev* % surface covered 
(ampers) (volts) (volts) 
5 X 10"^ .05 .017U .0170 -1^ 
5 X 10'^ .09 .0300 .032U 
5 X icr^ .11 .03I40 .03U5 -1$ 
^Activity dataaws from F. A. HiUer, Ph» D. Thesis, Iowa State College 
(1953) 
uo 
Table 3* Adsorption of n-Caproic Acid on Silver 
Current C/Co AE % surface covered 
•  • •  -  -•  -
5 X icrf .06 .0027 5 
5 X 10r5 ,13 ,ooia 8 
5 X IQrS .26 .0076 lU 
$ X 10-5 ,1^5 ,0113 21 
5 X ia-5 ,61 .0133 2U 
5 X 10-5 ,714 ,oiU7 26 
5 X io-|* .05 *0050 10 
5 X 10"f .16 .0070 13 
S X  10- U  .29 ,0090 17 
5 X lorf M .0100 20 
5 X ICTf .55 .0111 22 
5 X 10-« .68 .0117 23 
5 X 10^« .82 .0121 23 
5 X lOru ,95 ,0122 23 
5 X 10-| .05 .0039 7 
5 X 10-5 .11 ,0053 10 
5 X 10-5 ,22 ,0076 tk 
5 X 10r5 ,33 ,0106 19 
5 X 10^ 5 ,14^  ,0133 23 
5 X 10-5 ,56 ,oUi9 25 
ia 
Table U* Adsorption of n-Heptylic Acid on Silver 
Current C/CQ AE % surface covered 
5 X icr  ^ .03 .0029 6 
$ X 10-5 ,07 .0050 10 
5 X 10-5 ,16 .0080 15 
5 X 10-5 ,32 .OIUU 25 
5 X 10-5 ,1^3 ,0l81i 31 
5 X lorj* .05 ,0014]* 9 
5 X 10-f .15 .0078 15 
5 X lorf .25 .0105 19 
5 X lO-f .35 .OlUi 26 
5 X 10-tt .li5 .0159 28 
5 X lo-f .55 .0189 32 
5 X 10-f .65 .0191 32 
5 X icrf .75 .0201 33 
5 X lO-f .85 .0205 3I4 
5 X 10-« .95 .0216 35 
5 X 10-5 .1 .007U lU 
5 X 10-5 ,2 .0120 21 
5 X 10-5 .3 .0150 26 
5 X 10r5 .0175 30 
5 X 10-5 .5 ,0188 32 
5 X l(r5 .6 .0190 32 
5 X 10-5 .7 .0205 3I4 
5 X 10-5 ,8 ,0213 35 
U2 
Table 5* Adsorption of n-Octanoic Acid on Silver 
Ciirrent C/CQ iS,E $ surrace corered 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
icrf 
10-5 
ior5 
icr5 
lorj 
icrf 
io-| 
10"^ 
M 
,097 
,190 
,290 
.380 
.U80 
.670 
.860 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
10ri» 
10-k 
10-f 
10^0 
lOrjt 
io-« 
.10 
.15 
.25 
•liO 
.60 
.80 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
10-| 
10-5 
10-5 
icr5 
10"^ 
io-5 
.05 
.19 
.3U 
•U8 
.67 
.86 
•OOUO 
.0076 
.0119 
.019lt 
,0222 
.0235 
.0290 
•0322 
8 
15 
22 
33 
36 
38 
Ui 
U7 
.005 
.0096 
.0153 
.02li2 
.0303 
.0305 
11 
17 
26 
39 
U7 
h7 
,00lt$ 
.01ii9 
.0222 
.0257 
,0290 
.0291 
9 
26 
36 
ho 
hS 
U3 
Table 6. Adsorption of Heptanol-l oa Silver 
Current C/Cq AE % eurfece covered 
5 X i(r}» 
5 X 10-f 
5 X lOrf 
5 X i(r« 
5 X i<rf 
5 X io-« 
5 X io-« 
.06 
.12 
.2U 
.37 
.S2 
.67 
.82 
icB t* 
10-5 
10^5 
5 X 10-f 
5 X lOr' 
.07 
.It 
.27 
.U3 
.60 
.77 
,9k 
,006h 
.0128 
.0203 
.0253 
.0273 
.0293 
.0310 
12 
23 
3U 
liO 
U3 
h$ 
U7 
.0070 
•0119 
.0179 
.0209 
.0257 
•030U 
.03U9 
Hi 
25 
30 
35 
uo 
1(6 
50 
10* 
Table ?• Adeorpti^i of n-Heptaldeh^e cm Silver 
Current C/CQ AE % eurfaoe covered 
5 X 10~5 .0U5 .011^6 25 
S X 10-^ .09 .02li9 liO 
5 X lor^ .135 .0287 hk 
5 X 10"^ 
CO 
.0362 52 
5 X 10"^ .27 •0Mt2 59 
5 X lor^ •39 •053U 614 
5 X 10~^ •61 .0590 70 
5 X 10"^ .6U .0606 71 
U5 
Table 8» Adsorption of Acetic Acid <»i Silver 
Current S x 10"^ Current 5 x 10"^ 
A* Capacity x lO"'^ % surface Capacity x l(r^ $ surface 
(Farads) covered (Farads) covered 
0.000 
0.000 
.OUT 
.08U 
.110 
1.359 
1.361 
1.361 
1.573 
1.56U 
0 
-15 
-15 
1.136 
l.lla 
1.092 
1.125 
1.316 
5 
1 
-35 
0.000 
0.000 
.01*7 
.08lt 
.110 
1.162 
l.liiO 
1.008 
1.290 
1.37U 
13 
-11 
-18 
.9710 
.9751t 
.9290 
.9910 
1.015 
5 
2 
V 
^AetivitT data aire from F. A. Miller. Ph. D. Thesis. Iowa State College 
(1953). 
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fable 9* Adsorption of nr>Caproic Acid on Silrer 
Current S x Current 5 x ICT^ 
C Capacity x 10"^ % surface Capacity x lO"'* % surface 
Cft covered covered 
0«00 li.090 3.068 
0.00 3.982 3.0U6 
•oti 3.712 8.0 2.9U7 3.6 
.10 3.58U 11,2 2.871 6.0 
•21 3.329 17.5 
.31 3.287 18.5 2.510 17.9 
.52 2.979 26,2 2.1^82 18.8 
.73 2.892 28,li 2.t(la 20.2 
.93 2.688 28.5 2,hlk 21.0 
0.00 3.933 3.070 
0.00 3.960 2.999 
•oU 3.623 8.2 2.799 7.8 
.10 3.U23 13.2 2.6U3 12.9 
•21 3.361 lli.9 
.31 3.188 19.2 2.556 15.8 
.52 3.131 20.7 2.U36 20.0 
.73 3>m 21.U 2.387 21.3 
.93 3.117 21.1 2.1^00 20.9 
0.00 U.237 2.802 
0.00 U.25U 2.833 
.oh 3.885 8.5 2.731 3.1 
.10 3.626 IU.6 2,651 6.0 
.21 2.611 10.0 
.31 3.U37 19.1 2.U27 13.9 
.52 3.399 20.0 2.312 18.0 
.73 3.1i06 19.8 2.250 20.2 
.93 3.283 22.7 2.250 20.2 
U7a 
fabl* 10, Msorption of n-Haptylic Acid on Silver 
~ Current Capacity x 10"^ % surface covered 
^o 
0,00 5 X 
.07 5x 
fl3 5 X 
,27 5 X 
,U0 5 X 
,66 5 X 
,93 5 X 
0,00 5x 
0.00 5 X 
,05 5 X 
,05 5 X 
,11 5 X 
,21 5 X 
,32 5 X 
,U3 5 X 
5 X 
,85 5 X 
1,00 5 X 
0,00 5 X 
0.00 5 X 
,02 5 X 
,oU 5 X 
,06 5 X 
.09 5 X 
.lit 5x 
.19 5x 
.28 5x 
.U6 5 X 
.65 5 X 
.81 5x 
0.00 5 X 
0,00 5 X 
0.00 5 X 
.02 5 X 
.05 5 X 
,09 5 X 
.19 5x 
.28 5 X 
.li7 5 X 
l<rf U.ll»0 
lOrJ 3,710 10.1* 
irS 3.600 13.0 
I0"f 3.1itO 2li.2 
10r5 2,870 30.7 
10-5 2,790 32.6 
10-5 2.870 30,7 
10-5 3,200 
10-5 3,200 
10-5 3.090 3.U 
10-5 2.780 13.1 
10r5 2.690 15,9 
10-5 2,520 21,2 
10r5 2.it80 22.5 
10r5 2,320 27.5 
10-5 2,300 28,1 
10-5 2.310 27.8 
10-5 2.290 28.lt 
lO-jt 2.ii20 
lOTf 2.1^20 
10-f 2.350 3.0 
10-f 2.220 8.3 
10-f 2.220 8,3 
10-f 2,110 12,8 
lO-f 2.110 12.8 
lOrU 2,080 Ht.O 
10-f 1,810 25,2 
10-f 1,680 30.6 
10-f 1.660 31.6 
lor^ 1.660 31.6 
10-5 2.230 
10-5 2,290 
10-5 2.230 
10-5 2.X70 3.6 
10r5 1.970 I2.ii 
10r5 1.900 15.6 
10-5 1.830 18.7 
10-5 1.810 19.6 
10r5 1,670 25,8 
U7b 
Tablft 10* (eontinoed) 
^ Current Capacity x 10"^ % stirface covered 
Cn 
s X ir? 1*620 28.0 
•lU 5 X 10-f 1.590 29.5 
.93 5 X 10-2 1.590 29.5 
.93 5 X 10"2 1.590 29.5 
.93 5 X icr5 1,590 29.5 
U8a 
Table 11* Adscrption of n-Octanole Aeid on Silver 
Current Capacity x 10~^ % surface covered 
CQ 
0.00 5 X 10-|t 6.620 
0.00 5 X lOrf 6.680 
0.00 5 X lO-f 6.680 
.Oli 5 X lorf 6.8U0 - 2.7 
.07 5 X 10-H 6.150 7.7 
.11 5 X 10"f 5.530 17.0 
.18 5 X lOrf 5,llt0 22.8 
,29 5 X 10"f 14.750 28.7 
,k3 5 X llTf U.620 30.6 
.57 5 X 10-tt U.200 37 #0 
0.00 5 X 10"^ 2,690 
0,00 5 X 10r5 2,670 
0,00 5 X 10-5 2,7ljO 
5 X 10r5 2.930 - 8.5 
,10 5 X 10r5 2,600 3.7 
,15 5 X ior| 2.160 20.0 
,20 5 X ior> 2,015 25#u 
.25 5 x 10-5 1»910 29.3 
,30 5 X 10-5 1,830 32,2 
,U0 5 X 10-5 x,720 36,3 
,50 5 X 10-5 1.570 iii.9 
,60 5 X lOrf 1.820 32.6 
.70 5 X 10~5 U0.8 
,80 'J/ ^ xU i X,2}90 Uit,8 
,90 5 X 10-5 1.310 51.5 
1,00 5 X 10r5 1.210 5it.2 
0.00 5 X 10r5 2.520 
.10 5 X l(r5 2.250 10.7 
.m 5 X 10^5 2.020 19,9 
.19 5 X ia-5 I,9li0 23,0 
,2li 5 X 10-5 1.780 29 .li 
,29 5 X 10r5 1.790 29,0 
,38 5 X icr5 1^700 32,5 
,1*8 5 X 10-5 1.600 36,5 
,57 5 X icr5 1.550 38.5 
.6? 5 X 10-5 1.I460 U2.I 
,76 5 X 10-5 i,yto k2,9 
,86 5 X 10-S 1.370 Ij5.6 
,95 5 X 10"5 i.lilto U2.9 
1.00 5 X10-5 1,370 i,S.6 
0*00 5 X 10"!» 2,750 
0,00 5 X icr^  2,750 
liSb 
Table 11* (c<»itlnue<l) 
~ Ctarrcmt Capacity x 10"^ % surface cohered 
o 
.10 5 X 10"j^ 2.560 6.9 
.20 5 X 10-f 2.010 26.9 
.30 5 X icrf 1.81*0 33.1 
.1^0 5 x 10-[t 1.780 35.3 
.60 5 X 10-f 1,6U0 lio.lj 
*70 5 X lOrf 1.51iO u3.0 
.80 5 x lorf 1.520 u3.7 
.90 5 x 10-f 1.1j50 u6.3 
1.00 5 x icttt 1,350 50.0 
itS> 
Table 12* Adsorption of Heptanol-1 cm Silver 
Currwt 5 X l(r? C»rr.nt S x Itr'' 
G Capacity x 10"'^ % surface Capacity x 10"^ % surface 
C. covered covered 
0.00 5.615 1*.323 
0.00 5.71*0 U.195 
.06 1*.696 16.3 3.611 15.3 
.12 U.305 2l*.2 3.160 25.8 
.21 3.690 35.1 2.889 32.2 
.30 3.381 U0.5 2.61i5 37.9 
.U7 3.332 1*1.3 2.581* 39.3 
.67 3.332 ia.3 2.581* 39.3 
.87 2.916 1*8.7 2.267 1*6.8 
0.00 5.271 U.021 
0.00 5.271 3.966 
.06 I).920 6.7 3.272 18.1 
.12 3.971* 2l*.6 2.890 27.6 
.21 3.638 31.0 2.690 3U.7 
.30 3.589 32.0 2.1*1*5 38.8 
.1*7 3.333 36.8 2.1*1*5 38.8 
.67 3.333 36.6 2.1*39 38.9 
.87 3.010 1*2.9 2.1*16 1*0.0 
0.00 1*.612 3.355 
0.00 1*.696 3.306 
.06 U.132 11,2 2.733 18.0 
.12 3.270 29.8 2.575 22.7 
.21 3.228 30.7 2.225 33.2 
.30 3.110 33.2 2.033 39.0 
.1*7 2.916 37.1* 2.K>1* 36.9 
.67 2.916 37.1* 2.071 37.8 
.87 2.777 1*0.1* 1.950 1*1.5 
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Ttftile 13* Adsorption of n>Hept«ldttl^e on SilTsr 
Currgnt 5 x 10~^ Giro at 5 x lO"^ 
C Ci^aeitT- X 10"*^ % surfac« Capacity x 10""* % surface 
Cq corered covered 
0.00 2.836 2.269 
0.00 2.836 2.302 
.05 1.663 LIL.U 1.505 3I1.2 
.10 1.377 51.5 1.231 I16.I 
.HI 1.176 58.6 1.039 51I.5 
.20 1.071 61.2 .9076 60.3 
.30 1.026 63.8 .9372 59.0 
.tiO 1.052 63.0 .I1O87 60.3 
.58 1.016 6I1.2 .8519 62.7 
.75 1.016 61I.2 .81I55 63.0 
.93 .971 65.8 .81I55 63.0 
0,00 2.HI3 1.906 
0*00 2.192 1.863 
.05 1.303 I1O.O 1.151 38.9 
.10 .9098 58.0 .9271 50.8 
.LU .7777 6I1.O .7698 59.1 
.20 .75311 65.2 .6789 6U.0 
.30 .7091 67.3 •6632 61I.8 
.UO .7097 67.3 .61tltl 65.8 
.58 .7097 67.3 •61I91 65.6 
.75 .7097 67.3 .6367 66.2 
.93 .7097 67.3 .6367 66*2 
0.00 2.2U3 2.1711 
0.00 2.296 2.116 
.05 1.377 39.li 1.20li U3.9 
.10 1.176 I18.2 .9172 57.2 
.HI .7778 65.7 .89I18 59.0 
.20 .8173 6I1.O .7185 66.5 
.30 .7653 66.3 .6953 67.6 
.liO .7577 66.6 .6815 68.2 
.58 .7577 66.6 .66U9 69.1 
.75 .761*2 66.li .6970 67.5 
.93 •7577 66.6 .6970 67.5 
0.6 
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Figure 2, Adsorption of n-Caproic Acid on Silver 
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Figure 3« Adsorption of n^-Heptylic Acid on Silver 
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Figure U* Adsorption of n-Octanoic Acid on Silver 
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Figure Adsorption of Heptanol-1 on Silver 
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Adsorption of n->Heptaldehyde on Silver 
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Table 15 • Adsorptlcn of it-Oetttiolc Aeid on Copper 
Current C/C AE % surface oorered 
5 X 10"!^ 
5 X i<rf 
5 X icrf 
5 X i(rf 
5 X lorf 
5 X i<rf 
5 X i(r« 
5 X i(r5 
5 X icrf 
5 X 10r5 
5 X irf 
5 X lorf 
5xior5 
5 X 10-5 
5 X 10-5 
5 X 10-5 
5 X 10-5 
5 X 10r5 
5 X 10-5 
5 X 10-| 
5 X l(r5 
.05 .0020 
.15 .0102 19 
.25 .0108 20 
•la .011^7 25 
.56 .0175 30 
.71 .0213 35 
.86 .0221 35 
.10 .001)1 8 
.15 .00714 lit 
.20 .0099 19 
.25 .0111 20 
.0125 23 
.6U .011i2 26 
•8U .0167 30 
.05 .0033 7 
.10 .0053 11 
.20 .008U 16 
.35 .0107 19 
.li? .0128 23 
.69 .0165 31 
.89 .C«03 3lt 
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fable 17* Ad8(»rpti<m of n-Heptaldel^e on Cc^per 
Current C/Cq AE % etirface eoTered 
S X 10-5 ,03 
5 X 10-5 .07 
5 X icrf ,12 
5 X 10"5 ,17 
5 X 10-5 ,25 
5 X 10-5 ,35 
5 X 10-5 ,1,5 
5 X 10-5 ,55 
S X 10-5 ,86 
5 X 10-jt .05 
5 X 10*^ .11 
5 X 10-f ,16 
5 X 10-f .a 
5 X 10-f .32 
5 X lorf .U3 
5 X 10-f ,53 
5 X 10-f .75 
5 X 10-« ,96 
.0026 5 
.0072 lU 
.0153 26 
.0190 32 
.0309 U7 
.0!i00 55 
.Ol^iiU 59 
.Oli59 61 
.(^5 61 
.00li2 8 
.0136 tU 
.0201 33 
.0266 h2 
.0369 53 
.010(2 59 
.OU77 62 
.OU79 62 
.<^83 63 
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Table 18* Adsorption of n^Heptylic Acid (» CopiM»r 
Currant f x 10'^ Curreat 5 x ICT^ 
C Capacity x 10"^ svirf ace Capacity x lO"'* ^surface 
Co (Farads) covered (Farads) covered 
0.00 U.193 3.ia3 
0,00 U.193 3.35U 
.05 3.857 8.0 3.153 6.8 
.10 3.709 11.6 3.018 10.8 
.16 3.iatli 17.9 2.67U 21.0 
.31 3.21S 23.14 2.577 23.8 
•ii5 3.235 23.U 2.577 23.8 
.5U 3.215 23.1* MaaHM 
•61^ 3.131 25.9 2.I457 27.U 
,6h 3.215 23.1 2.h$7 27.k 
0.00 U.38U 3.762 
0.00 h,S92 3.912 
.05 U.38U 2.U 3.706 3.5 
.10 U.016 10.5 3.521 8.3 
.16 3.857 1U.1 3.107 19.0 
.31 3.709 17 .U 3.018 21.14 
.U5 3.572 20.5 2.93l» 23.6 
•5U 3.215 28.U 2,780 27.5 
.6U 3.215 28 .U 2,780 27.5 
.8U 3.215 28,U 2,780 27.5 
0.00 U.38lt 3.5UU 
0.00 U.381* 3.581 
.05 U.018 8.14 3.301 7.I4 
.10 U.018 8.i4 3.201 10.2 
.16 3.709 2S,h 2.89lt 18.8 
.31 3.325 2U.2 2.6ta 25.9 
.U5 3.325 2U.2 2.708 2I4.O 
•5k 3.215 26.7 2.610. 25.9 
•6h 3.215 26.7 2.608 26.8 
.all 3.215 26.7 2.608 26.8 
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Talkie 19* Adsorption of n-Ootanole Acid en Copper 
Current 5 x ICT^ CijgTwit $ x IXT^ 
«p« Capaeil^ x ICT^ % stxrf ace Capacity x 10"^ ace 
^o covered comered 
0,00 l*.3lt2 3.13U 
0«00 1.383 3.276 
.06 3.757 13.9 2.755 m.i 
.13 3.682 15,6 2.656 17.1 
•26 3.255 25.U 2.I|50 23.6 
.39 3.158 27.6 2.227 30.5 
.51 2.839 314.9 2.191* 31.5 
.71 2.851 3lt.7 
.90 2.851 3li.7 2.066 35.5 
0*00 lt.911 3.yi6 
0.00 5.009 3.398 
•06 U.368 11.9 3.057 10.7 
.13 1^.065 18«0 2.811 17.9 
•26 3.369 32.0 2.539 25.8 
.39 3.lj85 29.7 2*hS2 28.U 
•51 3.325 33.0 2.302 32.7 
.71 3.187 35.7 2.196 35.8 
.90 3.187 35.7 2.200 35.8 
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faU« 20. Adsorption of Heptanol-l on Ckqpper 
Carrent 5 x 10"^ Cttxrent 5 x 
S Capacity * 10"^ % Btirfac« Capacity x ICT^ % surface 
^ covered covwed 
0,00 li.337 3.890 
0.00 U.337 3.825 
.05 3.325 23.3 3.326 13.8 
.10 3.325 23.3 3.102 19.6 
•20 3.025 30.3 2.732 29.2 
.ko 2.771 36.1 2.1i95 35.3 
.55 2.U9U 142.5 2.1*27 37.1 
.72 2.558 Id.ii 2.U27 37.1 
.90 2.1i9U U2.5 2.326 39.7 
0.00 3.695 3.375 
0.00 3.695 3.3^ 
.05 3.117 15.7 2.799 16.1* 
.10 2.850 22.9 2.608 20.0 
•20 2.1^U 32.5 2.318 30.8 
•liO 2.267 38.7 2.086 37.8 
•55 2.267 38.7 2.0b2 39.0 
.72 2.169 ia.3 2.01*2 39.0 
.90 2.169 lil.3 1.99U li0.5 
0.00 3.837 3.586 
0.00 3.837 3.1>78 
.05 3.117 18.8 3.101 12.3 
.10 2.931^ 23.6 2.732 22.7 
.20 2.771 27.8 2.522 28^6 
.ho 2.625 31.6 2.295 35.0 
.55 2.558 33.U 2.236 36.7 
.72 2.375 38.1 2.236 36.7 
.90 2.375 38.1 2.2Qb 37.6 
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21« Adsozption of en Copper 
Ctarrent 5 x IXT^ Cmrent 5 x ICT^ 
Capacity x IGT^ % grarfac® Cigpaeiigr x ICT'* jTaorfac« 
cohered cotowmI 
0.00 U.508 3.090 
0,00 U.508 3.iia 
#05 3.9lt5 12.5 2.813 9.7 
.10 3.26b 27.6 2.298 26.3 
•20 2.1491 10^.8 2.m2 31.2 
.35 2.152 52.3 1.682 lt6.0 
.50 1.932 57.2 1.523 51.1 
.70 1.932 57.2 53.5 
.90 1.932 57.2 1.10(9 53.5 
0.00 3.787 3.09U 
0.00 3.9li5 3.0lt6 
.05 3.381 12.6 2.267 26.2 
.10 2.559 33.9 1.990 35.2 
.20 2.367 38.8 1.625 U7.1 
.35 1.721 55.5 1.1}^ 52.3 
.50 1.753 51t.7 1.250 59.3 
.70 1.U79 61.8 1.189 61.3 
.90 1.10.3 63.5 1.196 61.1 
0.00 u.5oe 3.2U7 
0.00 U.508 3.305 
.05 3.381 25.0 2.377 27.5 
.10 2.958 3li.li 2.166 3U.0 
.20 2.630 ia.7 2.031 38.1 
.35 1.970 56.3 1.598 51.2 
.50 1.856 58.9 1.535 53.2 
.70 1.893 58.1 1.U77 55.0 
.90 1.821 59.7 l.li3U 56.3 
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Figure 7. Adsorpticm of n-Hep1grlic Acid on Copper 
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Figxire 8. Adsorption of n-Octanoic Acid on Copper 
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Figure 9. Adsorption of Heptanol-1 on Ck>pper 
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Flgtire 10. Adsorption of o-Heptaldebyde on Copper 
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D. Solubilities 
The eolubilitiet used in this resear^ are giiran in Table 2 2 ,  
All the values were detemined experiaentally ex^pt ttm value for 
lMptaaol-1 iritieh was detersined {Mreviously at this laboratory* 
The solubilitgr of the various organie aeids was detensiiied inter* 
ferooetrioally (UU)« The solubility of a-heptaldehyde was estlaated 1:(f 
preparing solutions fros 0.220 to 0.2U0 weight per eent in increments of 
0«(K}25 weight per cent and visually inspecting the solutions to note 
the concentration at nhich two phases iq;>peam^» 
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Table 22, Solubility in 0.1 N Perchloric Aeid at 25^ C 
Solute Molarity Weight % 
Cain-oie uM .0872 1.012* 
Heptylic acid .0201 0.261^ 
Octanoic aeid .0051 0.073li® 
Reptanol-1 .OlitS 0.1726^ 
n-Heptaldeliyde .0202 0.230 • 
^9lmn ter pure -water ineludet 1.018 by R. P. Craig, Ph» D. Theaie. 
Iowa State CoU^ (1952) j 1.018 R. S. Hansen, Ph. D. Theaie. 
Universilgr of Michigan (19U8). 
^aluea for pure watmr ineludet 0.281 by R* F* Craig, Ph. D. Theaia. 
Iowa State College (1952)1 0.291 W. D. Harldna and I. t, Cheng, 
J. Ast. Ches. Soc. 35 U?2l). 
N. Eggenberger, F» K. Broome, A. W. Ralatini, H. J. Harwood, 
J. Organic Choa* li^ 1108 (I9ii9) obtained 0.076 for pure water. 
%al«ie used waa that deteraiiied for pure water R. P. Craig, 
Ht. D. fheaia. Iowa State College (1952)• 
0. Haricins and 7. C. Cheng, J. As. Chen. Soe. 35 (1921) 
obtained 0*235 for pure water. 
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VIII. DISCUSSION 
A» Eraluation of EiqperiiB«ital Data 
X« Othar typeg of ovgrvoltage 
Eyarj effort naa made In this raaaaroh to aliminata con^ntration 
polarizaticm (overroXtage caused l3|f the solution surrounding cathode 
being at a lomr eoncentratira than bulk emcentraticm) and resistance 
overvoltage (a potential caused by the resistance of the solution between 
the cathode aod reference electrode}* For the oarent densities ei^loyed, 
it has been reported (31,39>i4l} that both of these effects are negligible* 
Resistance overvoltage should rise instantaxwously nith tine snd 
should, therefore, be detected as a vertical line at the beginning of the 
osciUcgraphic sveep* This -was not observed except for the fev test runs 
made at 5 x 10"^ amperes* Even if resistsnce polarisation was inresent, it 
is difficult to see how it could affect the douKLe Isyw cspacitance 
measurcHoents. The slope of the curve after the imtsntaneous rise is the 
portion of the curve m are interested in and should be unaffected* 
The x>e8ults obtained by steady state current-overvoltage iraasurei^nts 
should likeidse be indepandent of resistance polarization. The method 
of calculation requires aeasurement of the change in ovez^ltage caumd 
by additicm of the adsorbate* It is difficult to mnceive that the additicm 
of a aaall amount of adsorbate trovild appreciably alter the resistmce of 
the solution. As the resistance of the solution is approximately the same 
before and after addition of adsorbate, the resistance polarisati<m must 
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be approodaately the same* The chaot^e in overvoltage is coBQ>uted I77 
subtracting the two potwcitials] and so if the resistance polarisation is 
the sane in each case, it nill not affect the potential difference* 
A similar line of reasoning can be effiplogred to idioir that eren if 
eoncentraU.on oTenrolti^e is not eompletely eliminated it vill not affect 
the steacfy state results* This, of course, requires the assui^tion that 
the concentration polarisation is ths same before and after addition of 
adsorbate* This not be a strictly valid assumption as the surface 
tensitm of the solution is greatly altered by addition of adsorbate; and 
ccsisequently the sise of the bubbles of i^ydrogen gas stirring the soluticm 
is altered* 
Ccmcentratiai polarisation would be less likely to be a factor in 
the double layer capacitance measurements as the eiaT«at is only s^plied 
for a fraoti<m of a second, md the solution in the nei^borhood of the 
electrode is only slightly disturbed from the equilibrium condition. If 
concentratioii polarization irore present it would cause the initial build 
up curves to be non linear* As all the curves were reascmably liinear it 
is concQ-uded that the effect is not present* 
2* Highly soluble adsorbates 
No apparnat adsorption of acetic acid, within the limits of 
esqperimental error, was obseirved up to concentraticms of 2*5 molar 
(activity 0*11)* This is in conflict with observations of Wetterholm (12)* 
As Table 2 indicates, an increase in cell potential was observed but was 
compensated for within limits of experimental error hy a eorresp<»iding 
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Increase in reversible potential* It nould appear fraa Wetterhole'e 
discuMitm that he did not correct for this effect* 
This correction iiill be important nhenever the adecrbate concentration 
is suffidient to alter the dielectric properties of the solution. The 
chaise in reversible po^ntial was found to be negligible in the systMBS 
involviim slightly soluble adsorbates* 
In addition to the <^mge in reversible potential^ Bockris (h7) 
found that the actual overvoltages on copper and lead were lowered by 
acetic acid* The loitering in the case of copper was (estimated frcm a 
figure given by Bockris) about 7 millivolts per per cent increase in 
acetic add concentration. This reflects a lowering of the Tafel "a" 
constant, contrary to assumptions used in deriving egoations (2) and (3)» 
The doia>le li^r capacitance meaeiirenents for acetic acid are 
irreproduoable as seen in fable 8* When the acetic acid activity is 
0«11|, it is felt that the capacity of the double layer is somenhat greats 
th«i for pure mitwr* This conclusitm receives some support frcm the nork 
of Boeden and Crew (U8), who found the double layer capacitance on mrctiry 
vas about 2^ times larger in pure formic acid than in pure nater. 
The double l^er capacitance results tend to support the ctmclusion 
that no adsorption of acetic acid takes place, and that the observed 
effects ore due to alterati<m of the dielectric property of the solution* 
3» Reference electrode 
The potential of the silver-silver chloride electrode depends on 
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the concentration of chloride in soluti<m« In order to insiire that the 
concentration of chloride ion remains essentially constant, a small amount 
of potaaeiua ehlcnrlde was added to the solution* The soluticm was usuallj 
about 0.001 N in potassiua chloridej however, no special care was taken 
to obtain exac^ this narmality* The potential of the reference electrode 
is iaaaterial as the interest is in the potential difference caused by-
addition of adsox^ate* 
The silver-silver chloride electrodes were prepared by the thermal* 
eleclTic method (U9}« In testing l^e reliability of tlM method, it was 
found that n<me of the electrodes deviated nore than 0*1 miUiTolt from 
the average potential of the group of 6 electrodes i^epared* 
It is not likely that the addition of slightly soluble adsorbates 
affects the activity of the chloride ions. If the adsorbate covers part 
of t^e surface ef the reference electrode it should not affect the 
potential, as the potential of reversible electarodes is independent of 
surface area* These conclusions were verified in that the reversible 
hydrogen potential (nith reference to a silver-silver chloride electrode) 
was unaffected by addition of slightly soluble adsorbates* 
U* Experimental errws, steady state currentw^ervoltage 
The most perplexing probl«B connected with steady state current-
oveinroltage measurements is that a steady state never actually exists* 
As was mentioned previously, the procedure followed consisted of following 
thB pot«ntial until it increased less than 2 millivolts in a half hour} 
then adding the adsorbate end following the potential until it was 
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ccmstant In the sasiB sense* This is admittedly an ^ satisfactory i»rocedt>re 
bec4M2se of the difficulty of separating the potential rise catised by 
addition of adsorbate and the potential rise associated idth the so-called 
steady state omuHtimm Despite the difficulties listed a better method 
of porocedure is hard to devise* 
It is felt that in the measurement of the potential difference caused 
by addition of t^e adscrbate an uncertainty of 5 millivolts exists* This 
uncertainty vill be reflected as a auadmum error of 10 per cent in the 
apparent surface coverage* An uncertain^ of 5 nillivolts, of course, 
will reflect itself as a such smalltt' relative errw at high w>lutien 
actLvi^a 
The steady state method should be independent of the current eo^loyed* 
Steady state current-overvoltage oeasurements at three different current 
to geooetric area ratios are shoen in Figure 11* The fact that lines 
are parallel demonstrates that for the system illustrated the data are 
self-consistent* 
5* ExperiiBental errors* double lajrer capacitaice 
On all but very latest osciUc^raphs, aeasurmsents are coiq>licated 
by the slight curvature of the s<»«en* Because the screen is non-planar, 
straight lines will appear slightly curved en a photograph of the sweep* 
Ui^ss -Uie measurements are made in the center of the screen^ some 
inaccura^ is introduced into the results* 
Every effort was made to make the measurements in the center of the 
screen! however, it is felt that an uncertainty of 1 millimeter exists in 
Figure 11* Steady State Current-overroltage Taluea at Varioiu 
Current Denaities for the Syateasi SilTer-octanoie Acid 
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•«eh Masureoent Bad* <m tte pbotc^ai^* Th« greatest part of this 
uncertainty is due to the coryature of the oseiU^raphio screen* 
An estiaatioQ of relative error introduced to the apparent 
surface corerage nas aade by the approxiaation of differentials teehni(iQe 
(So), assiaing that each aeasaroBent of the photograph had an uncertainty 
of 1 niUioeter* It ms found that an error of 8 per cent was introduced 
into the apparent surface coverage* A large part of this error could be 
eliainated nith an oscillograph containing a planar screwti* 
As nith the stea^ state method, the double lajrer capacitoice results 
should be independent of the current used* Although the results indicate 
a slight Tariatiffla of capacitance with the tiro currents eaplc^jred, the 
adsorption results appear to be independent of the current mplc^ired 
provide Cq and are oeasured at the same current* The dependence 
of capacity of the double layer <m current density has been noted by other 
irarkers (I8,37»ii8){ however, the i^ysical significance of this has not 
been deter&ined* It is not surprising that the dependence of capacitance 
G» current density does not affect the adsorption results, since a change 
in current density a factor of ten alters t^e capacity l^y <»tl^ 15 per 
cent* Changes in current density caused by additi<m of adsorbates are 
small, md so the effect on ciq;>acity is correspondingly small* It is not 
believed that thds effect causes ai^ aa;)or error in the zwsults* 
B* Co^arison of the Besults Obtained by Steady State Cunrent-
overvoltage and Dout^e Ligrer Capacitance Heasureoents 
Figures 2 Ulirough 6 indicate that for silver, with the excepticm of 
n-heptaldelqrde, adsor^tim results obtained by the two nethods agree 
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id thin limits of reproducibility. The results for copper, as seen in 
Figures 7 through 10, show that although the limiting coverage is the same 
for the tno methods, the shapes of the adsorption isotherms appear to 
differ significantly. 
This difference on copper may be most simply explained by assuming 
that altJiough the steady state potential at the time of measurement has 
beccane constant in the same sense that it was before addition of the 
adsorbate, the potential rise caused by the addition of adsorbat© has not 
been completed. This would say that any adsorption point obtained by the 
steady state currentovervoltage method would be somewhat low] however, 
if one waited a longer period of time, the adsorption point would appear 
to be increased because of the increase in potential associated with the 
steady state. It is for this reason that the steady state adsorption 
isotherms show a gradual rise even when the corresponding portions of the 
adsorption isotherms obtained from double layer capacitance have leveled 
off# 
The chief difficulty with this explanation is that it is hard to 
account for the difference in behavior of copper aid silver electrodes. 
It might be pointed out, however, that copper has a higher hydrogen over-
voltage than silver, and the rate of attainment of steady state conditions 
after addition of adsorbate may be related to this. 
Physical adsorption is usually rapid (lili), and the reason the steady 
state potentials require approximately one hour to return to the original 
condition is not clear. It should be pointed out that if hydrogen 
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orervoltage is dspeodent on ths oDOunt of atooic hydrogen on the sitrface 
I 
of the cathode, it may require K>me tise for this equilibrim to be re^ 
established after being disturbed by addition of the adsorbate* The 
rate of attainment of steady state conditioKis after addi^on of the 
adsorbate nay be used as eTidence to suppwt the hypo^sis that hydrogm 
erervoltage is dependent on the extent of surface covwage by atoode 
l^jrdrogen* 
C* Use of Reduced Ccoicentrations 
The abscissas in Figures 2 through 10 are reduced concentrations* 
This was made necessary as activity data for slightly soluble organle 
compounds were not availsble* To be strictly •alid, this approgdmatioa 
requires Henry's lair to hold and water to be completely insoluble in 
the organic coopound. For the substances employed, reduced ccmcentratlons 
az>e a very dose approximaticm to absolute activity* 
For easier oo^arison of ^  adsorptim of different members of a 
hca&ol<%ou8 series of organic acids, the data of Tables 3, U, 5, lb* and 
1$, have been plotted with all me]ii>ers of the series on a single graph 
for a particular mstal* These plots az>e shown in Figures 12 and 13* In 
Figures lU and 15 are collected the data of Tables U, 6, 7, lit, 16, and 
17, showing the adlsorpti<m of various Oj ceapfKuids on silver and copper* 
As in tlw other figures, the abscissas are reduced concentratlcnis* 
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D« Reserratltms Regarding the Reeolta 
1« Ghsneral dlgcttaaion of the reeulte 
The results presented In Figures 12 through 1$ are In general 
reasonable* Figures 12 and 13 indicate t^at in none of the aliphatic 
acid*irater systeas vas an apparent corerage greater than 50 per cent 
obserred* A similaar result can be conputed fron the mork of Bockris and 
Comr^r (51)* As the ael^Tity approaches it is generally beUeTed 
that close to a aonolagrer Goverage (l«e* 0 ^100^} of the surface viU 
occur; IwwsTer, this vas not obserred* 
An unambiguous interpretation of these results as -sell as the results 
presented in Figuivs lit ami 15 is not possible at this tiae* Three possible 
explanations of the results arei 
(1) The results are inccorect becmse of hydrogen discharge through 
the adsorbed li^r* 
(2) The results are correct, and thsre is an actual increase in the 
energy of adsorption iri^ chain length* 
(3) The results are CGrrect^ with the adsorbed Bonolaiyer oontaining 
an amount of vater proportimal to the saturation concentration 
of nater in the organic adsorbate* 
Each of these possibilities will now be discussed in a€m» detail* 
2* toteCTi^tation of the results if the adsorbed layer is not coBpleteJjr 
^Ssrt 
The low surface coverage at unit activity leads us to suaqpect the 
validity of sooe of the assuaptions used to determine the adsorpbion 
isottwras from Iqrdrogen overvoltage measureaents* The two methods employed 
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gave epproximately the same results* This suggests that the 8ssuiiq;>tl0n 
that is error is one held in oooaaon by the oethods* Both methods 
assuae that the adsorbed layer sets as an inert blanlDBt« and it is believed 
that this is the a8Stua|>tion that aay not be strictly valid, iny ciacrent 
carried by reduction et, or I'Qrdrogen discharge throu^, the adsorbed layer 
nould lead to an i|>parent surface coverage less than the actual coverage* 
Figures lit and 15 indicate a xDarked progression in apparent adsorption 
of the form, n-heptaldel^e > heptanol-1 > a»heptylic acid* This again 
suggests that the adsorbed layer my iK>t be acting as an inert blanket* 
fiM addition of a strong acid to pure solutiims of organic acids, 
alcohols, and aldehydes is believed to give rise to the ions RCOOHj^, 
HOh/, »d ECKjO^ (52,53). A mm nabw of then T«T Utolr 
present in Ihe adsorbed layer* It is reasonable to believe that tte 
ease of hydrogen rcoioval frcn these ions nould be in the order, aoid ^  
alcohol>aldehyde* Direct evidence to suj^ort this assuaption is laekingi 
however, indirect evidence, at least for the acid, is available frcn 
polarc^aphic data* 
Polaregrsphic nork indicates that aliphatic acids give a reduction 
mve at the droj^ing laercury electrode due to the discharge of t^jrdrogwa 
from the acid luilecule (514)* An attempt iras made to repeat and extend 
this irork to solid sdcroelectrodes] however, the results nere not 
reproducible* 
Reduction of alij^tic aldel^es is possible at a dropping mercury 
electrode (5U)* This is probidoly not extensive at the high acidities 
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omploysd. This vork was repeated and it mui found that a |dl of 10 or 
aboire was required to obtain an ald^yde reduction imn m a dropping 
TOreuzy electrode. Work on solid mioroelectrodea gaire improducible 
results* 
The ab07e discussion appears to offer a reasonable explanati<m for 
the low apparent surface coverage of the adsorbed SOXBCUIAS and for the 
(^served behaviio' of aldel^es, alcohols, sad acids. The obsenred effect 
of chain l«3gth on the adsorptiwi of aliphatic acids is very difficult to 
explain. The results nould seen to indicate tiiat the longer the chain 
Iragth the Biore difficult the reductiim of -^e WOOU^itms* 
It 8e«B8 reasoadsle that a certain nuafcer of hydrogen ions irould 
have sufficient energy to penetrate the alkyl part of the adsorbed ligrer* 
If He represent the nuatber of hTdrogen ions penetratiae the al^l part of 
the adsorbed layer as 
" ["*] ,JL 
dt d 
iitiere k is a constant, and d is the thickness of the adsorbed layeri 
tiien 
Q ^ Q 
apparcoEit" actual ('-5') 
idiere the O's refer to the fraction of the surface covered. Assuming 
that the adsorbed layer consists entirely of adsorbed acid molecules 
(i.e. ®actual ~ that the limiting yalues of ®apparent 
to the complete coverage, the following vdlues for the constant k' were 
obtained for ^  aliphatic acids. 
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Nmfiber of 
Aoid ®«pp«rent (limiting) Carbon Atoaw 
n-c«proie 
a-heptylie 
n-octanoie 
0.22 6 U.7 
U.6 0.35 
0,U8 
7 
8 U.2 
It l8 not necessazT- to asaumB the adsorbed lajer consists entirely of acid 
molecules to evaluate the constant k'• One needs only to assume that the 
sinrface fraction covered is the sa» for all acids in hcnol^ous series. 
It is thus possibls to Ibmulate a reasonable explanation for the 
observed effect of chain length assming that the adsorbed layer is not 
eospletely ijsert. 
3. Interpretation of the results with reference to tte energy of adsorpticai 
Flgtxres 12 and 13 indicate that with increasing chain length a seme* 
ti^t larger nuober of acid molecules vill be adsorbed at a given activi-fy. 
The fact that there is a greater surface coverage by Cg molecules than by 
Cg aolecoles indicates that the Cg molecules are in a more ordered state 
(I.e. they have a lower entrof^) tiisn the C^ molecules at the sane solution 
activityj consequently the energy of adsorption must be correspondingly 
greater* 
Figures lit and 1$ indicate that variation of the function group 
causes a large alteration in adsorpticoi properties of aliphatic <»isqpounds 
of the same chain length. The order, aldel:]yde> alcohol > acid suggests 
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tbat this is the crder of the heats of adsorption of these ocaqpounds on 
iDStal surfaces* 
The indicated effect of functional group and chain length w in 
agreement id.th the work reported Zionan (55) on the adsorption of long 
chain acids md alcohols by platintm from organic solTents* Zisman 
Observed the effect of temperatxa*® on the formation of oleophobic films 
adsorbed from organic solvents* He found that for a given concentration 
of polar solute C a critical temperature T existed above liiich oleoph(A)ic 
films no longer foraed* A plot of Log C against — resulted in a 
straight line. The heat of adsorption -was estimated from the slope of 
^is line. A plot of the heat of adsorption Ibr a hau^ogoia series of 
compounds against the ntsnber of carbon atoats vas essmiti&llT- linear, 
indicating that tb» results could be represented by the formula 
U = Uq+Nu 
idhi«re U is the heat of adsorption and II the number of carbon atcras in the 
coBa>ound* Ug is the energy of ad«>rpti<m associated nith the funoti(»ial 
group and u the vmrgy of adsorption associated irlth each methylene group* 
An application of this formula to the particular cogyKniads «Bpl<^r»d 
in tMs researdi gave the following values for the luiats of adsorpticmi 
i>-caproie add 7I48O calories/mole 
n-heptylio acid 7680 calories/mOle 
n>octanoic acid 7890 calories/mole 
heptanol-1 7920 calories/mole 
These values seem very reasonable and the effect of chain length and 
functional group are in c<»if(»mity with the results of this research* 
B9 
An interesting fact regarding the beats of adsorptl<m obtained by Ziasian 
is that t^e heats of adsorption of n-octanoie acid aid heptanol-l are 
Jt^proxiiaately the sasie. One nould, therefore, expect the adsorption 
isothexns to Ise sisilar. This is agidn in eonfovoitf with the results 
of t^is researeh« 
The part of the adsorption easrgjr associated nith the polar group 
(i.e* Uo) ^ ^ interactifm of the dipi^ and the metal 
surface* K siople treatment for this interaction energy consists in 
oaleulaUng tbe forces involved beteeen a dipole and its sizror isu^. 
The foUoidng formula resialtst 
idierefv, r« and are tiie dipole moment, the distaurice of the dipole from 
the surface, and Avagadro's number, respeotiTslT-* The dipole m<»ents are 
in the order, aldehyde > alcohol > acid} therefore, if Ihe dlpoles are the 
sme distance trcm the surface 'Uie adsorption energies irould be in the 
observed order* Assuming reasonable values for the distance frcn the 
surface, calculated adsorpti<ai energies nere of reasoniA>le magnitude ^ 7 
in the case of the aldehyde} calculated adsorption energies for alcohols 
and acids mre too low* 
The lateral interaction of the methylene groups is probably the 
reason for the observed effect of chain length on the eiMZ^ of adsorption* 
This lateral interacti«a may be esUjsated by the foUoiving formulat 
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?di«re and r are th« ionization ansrgy, polariiability, and distance 
of closeat Approach, respectl-rely* The polarlBabHity la related to 
the molar refraetlYlty (RJ byt 
nhere Hq la Avc^odro'a mpber* Combining theae eqiatlona glveat 
_ 0.0187 M'E 
The Interatomic diatance r can be eatixaated from the irork of Langmolr 
(56)« He found the eroaa-aectional azH»a of monomolUicalar organic adaorbed 
films to be 20,5°A. It la also known that the molar refractivity shows a 
constant increaae of 7*6 for each methylene groi^ added* Subatitatli^ 
these values into the equation, a lateral interaction energy of 280 
calorlea/mole ia obtained fcr each metl^lene gcovp, Thia is in reaaonable 
agreesent idth the value of 212 calcnrlea/mole fotmd Zianan for (»>ganle 
acid BK>lemil88» 
In the dlac\uai(ai of the mergiea of ada«rption« it haa been aaaumed 
that adaorb^ molecttlea are <»rlent«d perpendicular to the surface 
idth polar end ad;}aoent to the metal aurface* Craig Inveatlgated 
the adsorption of normal aliphatic acids and alcohols on various carbon 
baaed adsorbents* He found that at a given solution acitivltT- 1^ 
amount adsorbed ms independent of chain length. He also observed tbat 
variation of ths functional group on an aliphatic chain haa only a 
secondary effect on the mount of adscarptlcm at carbon aorfacea trem. 
aqueous solutions of the organic substance at a given activity. He 
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concluded from his wozic that the interaction between the orgsnie adaorbate 
and a carbcsi aurfaoe involyea primarily the alkyl rather than functional 
group* The reaulta on metal surfaeea aa aeen in Figtarea 12 throagh l5 
differ Arcm those found by Craig on carbon surfaces^ and it ia^ therefore^ 
reasonable to asauDe that the orientation on netal surfaeea ia different 
from that on carbon surfaces. 
U» Inte^retalAwi of the reaulta nith reference to the structure of the 
inonotuareg ' ' 
One might cfmsidta* that an adaorbed Bonolasrar has the »mm ccn^Kwition 
aa a saturated solution of water in the organic adaoirbate* If one considers 
the adaorbed layer to have a thickneaa t, then the adsorbed volisBe is 
t/cm^ of surface* This adsorbed volume will contain ct moles of water 
where c is the saturation concentration of water in the organic adaorbate. 
If one considers all the water in the adsorbed layer to be on the surface* 
then tbe area ocevqpied by the water will be ct tinea the area occupied 
On 
per i»ter molecule* Aaauaing water has a cross sectiontLL area of 10 A , 
the fraetifm of the aurface covered by water in a monolayer ia 
f = 0*(X)6 ct 
idiere e is estpreased in molea/liter and t in angstroma* 
The thickness of the adsorbed layer can be estimated multiplying 
the nusber of carbon atcMss in Ihe compound by 1«3« Craig (Ut) determined 
the solubility of water in n-oa^roie acid and n-heptylic acid* St^atituting 
the appropriate raluea into the equation giveat 
n~oaproic acid f = 0*006(3*0) (7*6) s O.lb 
n-heptyUc add f = 0*006(1.3) {8*1) s 0*07. 
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If one calls the fraetlon of the surface covered by acid saturated 
with water ©real* 
®ig>parettfc~ ®real 
If one computes Oreal two acids, he finds the isotherms are much 
nearer coincidbncet It is felt that Craig's soluMlity data are soBiewfaat 
low, and so the calculated surface fraction of water in a monolayer of 
add be soaeiihat loir^ 
This esiplanatlaa makes plausible the observed effect of chain length 
without recourse to adsorp'U.on energies* The explanaticm seems reasonable^ 
and in certain respects it is preferable to the adsorption nsergy l^'eataaenb. 
5* Suggested extensiaas of the work 
Furl^er eacperimsntation in the field of polarography would be of 
great value to our discus sicm of the possiblil^- of hydr^en discharge 
ttarou^ the adwrbed Iqrer* Stxxl^ of Uie reducticm of organic acids and 
aldel^es at solid microelectrodes is especially needed* lnvestigati<m 
of the effect of pH on the half wave potential of these compounds is also 
needed* 
Extension of the methods developed for obtaining adsorptlcm isotherms 
to n(m>a(peous systems would be of interest. There is nothing in the 
theory of the two methods that hinders their application to non-aqueous 
systems* Certain experiii»ntal difficulties are present in non»aqueous 
solvents that are lacking in water, but they could be eliminated by 
wjdiA cation of the ;q}paratus* 
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The affect of highly charged salts on the adsorption results would 
be of interest* If the adsorptiim process is dependent in sone sianner 
on the dipole lament of the adsorhed molecules, then the adsorption of a 
highly chari^ icm on the surface of the electrode mmld great^ alter 
the MBOunt of adsorpldon of the carganic coBi|>oands* 
9h 
IX. smu&i 
!• An ai^aratoa has besn d«vsloped for cbtaining adsorption data 
on wmsll netal surfaces* In principle two independent sethods of procedure 
are set forth for obtaining such data] however, both methods are dependent 
upon the hydrogen orerroltage phencowna* The first method depet^s upcm 
steady state current-ovenroltage relaldonships} idiile in the second method 
tiie double layer ci^citijr of the metal-solution interface is measured* 
2* The two methods hare been eoployed to obtain adsozption isotherms 
for tto following 8yst«ns} silrer - n-caproie, silver - n^heptylic acid^ 
silver •> n-octanoic acid, silver - heptanol-lf silvwr • n>heptaldehyde| 
copper «• n-heptylic acid, copper - n-octanoic acid, eopper •* heptanol-1^ 
ci^per - n*he(ptaldehyde* Tbe results by the two methods agree within 
limits of reproducibility for most of the silver agrstea&s investigated. 
Results by the two methods on copper give slightly different curves} 
however, the scne liioiting surface coverage is obtained 1t^ both methods* 
3* All of the results appear to be reasonable in order of magnitude} 
howeveri two points cause sooe concern* First, in no fatty acid«^ter 
s;i^tem was an apparent coverage greater than 50 per cent observed* 
Secondly, the marked prc^ression, n>heptaldehyde > heptanol»l > n-heptylic 
acid, is in contrast to results for the adsorption of these c<»ipounds by 
carbon* Three possible interpretations of these facts are iresented* 
it* The application of the methods to highly soluble adsorbates is 
complicated by the alteraticm of the dielectric properties of the solution* 
In this case, care must be taken to correct for change in reversible cell 
9S 
potoitlal* With slightly soluble adsorbates the di«lectrie 
of the solution are not ^ pred-ably altered and the methods 
simply applied. 
properties 
can be more 
1 
c 
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